
Because every Dad is different…
…and Derby Hotels Collection has the best for each one of them. 

For the Gourmet Dad

HOTEL & SPA CLARIS 5* GL Barcelona

For the Arty Dad

HOTEL ASTORIA 3* Barcelona

For the Explorer Dad

HOTEL VILLA REAL 5* Madrid

Derby Hotels is a collection of unique and original hotels, combining art, luxury and culture. Each hotel houses an original art collection, making it a small museum of

inestimable artistic value. More information at: derbyhotels.com & Barcelona-apartment.com - 34 93 366 88 00. Follow us on @derby_hotels

Ricard Opisso Exhibition - Collection of paintings and 

drawings  

Aurelio Morales menu - Codfish Carpaccio Catalan Style 

with flavours of Esqueixada

What a better way to explore the hidden corners

of the city or visit the wonders that Madrid offers

outside the city centre than driving your own car?

We recommend: Stay & Drive 

This package at Hotel Villa Real includes: 

Accommodation, car rental for a day with 

unlimited mileage and fully comprehensive 

insurance, and no need to return it with a full 

tank. 
From £214 pp/pn

Stay&Drive cars - Mini Cabrio convertible, BMW Serie 3 

What a better way to plunge into art than being

literally surrounded by it?

We recommend: Admiring Opisso & Fashion

All aspects of every day life of the first half of the 

20th century in Barcelona were recreated by 

Opisso, Fashion too. Hotel Astoria presented a 

series of unpublished pieces focussed on Fashion 

that can be now enjoyed at its permanent 

exhibition.  

From  £136 pp/pn - Free exhibition

What a better way to indulge in the best

nouveau cuisine than doing it at one of the best

rooftops in Barcelona?

We recommend: Dining at Terraza del Claris

Aurelio Morales (trained at El Bulli) is the 

creative mind behind this unique Mediterranean-

inspired menu. 

From £170 pp/pn - Menu from £42 - £50 

(drinks not included), afternoon menu £24 (drinks 

included)

http://www.derbyhotels.com/

